Campus Demonstrations Remain Peaceful
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DR. BRUCE OGILVIE, professor of psychology, pleads with
students charging at Tower Hall doors to, "Remember the values
are greater than this effort . . . no selfish need," amid cries of
’We want in.’’ Ogilvie faced the students on Tower Hall’s steps
when they tried to get inside the building’s main entrance by
using force. After the incident, Ogilvie stated that there was
"an awful lot of anger," some of it ’’so disturbed to to be almost
irrational." The outburst of student anger quickly subsided when

THE VIEW from a second -story window of

those at the door could not get inside.

stayed passive and gradually drifted away when

Tower Hall shows the height of the demonstration when approximately 1,000 people stood out
in front of the landmark, listening to speakers.
The crowd shifted from in front of the Administration Building in response to student speakers
who proposed a teach -in at Morris Dailey Auditorium. Despite impassioned oratory, the crowd
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it was apparent Tower Hall doors would not be
opened. Two representatives for the demonstrators were allowed inside to request use of
the auditorium, but they quickly returned to
the crowd and reported that Dr. William Dusel,
executive vice-president, had denied the request
since the teach -in had not been scheduled. An
attempt was made to direct the crowd to the
Music Building, but few walked in that direction.

PEACE AND FREEDOM member Ted Weisgal reports to the
crowd in front of Tower Hall that efforts to gain use of Morris
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Mayor Art Steals SDS Crowd,
Backs Paulsen for President
By BILL GALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Some spectators at yesterday’s
demonstration followed news reporters more eagerly than the instructions of SDS leaders.
Hapless Art Finley, KRON-TV
reporter, was covering the Tower
Hall discussion when several students recognized him as the former
"Mayor Art," star of a kiddie
show of the same name.
Within minutes he was surrounded by students, and the affable Finley started telling jokes
and advocating Pat Paulsen,
Smothers Brothers comedy man,
for President, Finley’s comments
almost outdrew the speakers in
front of Tower Hall.
AS more and more students
began to encircle him, Finley de-

cided to leave, but it was like the
march of the Pied Piper. Scores
of onlookers followed him, begging
for autographs and asking for
more jokes, requests that Finley
gladly obliged.
As he headed for his press car,
parked on Seventh Street, Finley
was recognized by students hurrying to class. About 75 fans followed him at a fast clip, and the
passers by gasped "Look
Mayor Art."
Several students surrounded Finley’s car, asking him not to leave,
but he quipped as the news cruiser
backed away, "You know what I’m
doing during my spare time? I’m
recruiting for Dow." Asked how
attention was drawn to him in
the first place, Finley told the
Daily, "You’d never believe me."

Another media personality who
made news was Earl Hansen,
commentator for a talk show on
KSJS, campus FM station.
Hansen, with a KSJS press pass
pinned to his shirt, took command
of the Tower Hall rally when SDS
attempted to move it to the Music
Building.
Mounting a table, Hansen asked,
"What good would it do to move
from one building to another?
Let’s use our brains and not our
feet." He then suggested that Student Council cut off funds to the
Placement Office until the question of recruiting is solved.
Hansen later told the Daily that
he did not think it was unethical
for him to be an accredited press
representative and rally leader at
the same time,

Editorial

Problems Still Unsolved
Yesterday, San Jose State achieved full
university status whether or not official
recognition of this fact is ever obtained.
A few individuals had proposed violent
means to protest the presence of Dow Recruiters on South Campus. Peaceful densonstration prevailed.
Students, faculty, administrators and
police alike deserve plaudits for the responsible manner in which they conducted
themselves yesterday.
W e must not overlook the timely appearance of Mr. Art Finley (Mayor Art
to Bay Area television viewers). For a few
moments, SJS had its own "Pied Piper."
lie was warmly received, and his presence
added a much-needed "light" touch to our
campus.
There are a few who may say that yesterday indicated student apathy to the war
in Vietnam and to other problems whii,h
face this country. These would probably
be the same individuals who figure the
forcible ousting of a campus recruiter is a
panacea for America’s ills.
There are many others who will say this

country is in enough trouble without adding another chapter of senseless campus
violence to the history books.
Many unknown faces became prominent
yesterday, as one student after another
spoke up against violence in favor of more
rational and constructive approaches to
problems which affect us all.
A dangerous moment has come and gone.
Because reason overcame emotion in both
thought and deed, SJS did not compound
the problems of the (lay with another
needless incident of violence.
But the problems still exist. A college
provides the time and testing ground for
rational solutions to our dilemmas.
You are commended for your academic
approach to yesterday’s problems. But you
are reminded that the bigger problems of
the (lay are yet unsolved. Some are yet
unapproached.
Do not waste the ii,;(lemic freedom today which you all worked so patiently to
achieve yesterday.
The Staff of Spartan Daily

ASB Vice President Bill Clark
has announced to the Spartan
Daily that he intends to resign
from office some time in April.
He said he plans to go into the
Army.
Clark said he returned to SJS
this semester to fulfill the responsibilities of his office for as long
as he can. He is also a member
of the College Union Board Government.
According to ASH officials, had
Clark resigned at this time, rather
than in April, the probable choice
to replace him would have been
Bob Gottschalk, senior representative and acting chairman in
Clark’s absence.
Since 1960, ASB presidents
elected in April have always been
the vice-presidents from the previous year. At Wednesday’s Student Council meeting when the
motion was made by graduate
representative Jules Loventhal to
censure and recall Clark, he said,
"Some people would like to see
me out of office for political
reasons."
Gottschalk told the Daily, Friday, "When charges of political
ambitions were made. Wednesday,
it would appear to some that I
am in line to receive those charges.
I am personally disappointed about
this. I have absolutely no intention of running for ASB president,
because this is my fifth year at
SJS, and I simply can’t stay any
longer."

No Permit,
No Protest
Scott LeFaver, ASB attorney
general, told the Daily yesterday
afternoon that he will enter a complaint against Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) because they
did not file an activity permit for
yesterday’s Dow protest.
He also said he will investigate
the fist fight between Acina Louie,
freshman psychology major and
Fred Krueger, graduate political
science major, in front of the
Music Building. Other investigations are also under way.
LeFaver said he will talk to Paul
Morey, chairman of the Student
Activity Board, and Stanley Benz,
dean of students, before filing a
formal charge against sns. He
said the matter will probably be
brought before the SAB.
"We gave them every chance in
the whole world," LeFaver said. He
noted that Morey had reminded
SDS that they needed a permit.

Dailey Auditorium for a teach -in had failed. He and a fellow representative of the demonstrators had been allowed inside the
building long enough to make the request of Executive Vice President William Dusel. At that point, only Administration,
police and the press were inside the building because of

anticipated violence.

Non-Violent Activities
Protest Dow Recruitment
By JIM BREWER
Passionate and symbolic appeals
for non-violence yesterday prevented another possible tear gasfilled confrontation between students and police, as a planned vigil
against representatives of the Dow
Chemical Company remained
peaceful.
The combined efforts of students,
faculty and administrators, plus an
apparent reluctance to have a repeat of last November’s violence
kept hundreds of spectators from
turning a small protest into a
large-scale teach-in.
With Dow men safely interviewing a mile from the Administration
Building in anticipation of trouble,

yesterday’s demonstrators were
met with signs, handouts and artwork urging a peaceful approach
to protesting.
The only near-violence occurred
at a noon rally on the Tower Hall
steps, when one coed activist, Adna
Louie, attempted to wrestle open
the main door. A table, which had
been serving as a speaker’s platform, prevented followers from
aiding her and securing entrance to
the building.
The 19-year-old sophomore was
soon fought off, however, by three
officers inside who pushed her
back and bolted the door.
Still shouting, Mkss Louie
pleaded inside to Dr. Bruce Ogilvie,

Hayakawa To Speak
Tomorrow in Dailey
Dr. S. I, Hayakawa, professor of
general semantics at San Francisco
State College, will speak in Morris
Dailey Auditorium tomorrow at
10:30 a.m.
Dr. Hayakawa, Scholar-in-Residence, will speak on "Success and
Failure in Communication."
He believes the inability of

professor of psychology and member’ of Professors Against the War,
to join the demonstrators, screaming, "You’re supposed to be on our
side. Why aren’t you helping us?"
Responding to the girl through
thick plate windows, the anti-war
professor shouted, "No! No! No!
Remember the values are greater
than this effort."
The episode was the near climax
of a full day of protest that started
at 7 a.m. when 16 uniformed and
six plain clothes police officers stationed themselves with commanding officers in the Administration
Building. Other police units set up
in Tower Hall and at the Dow interviews which were held at South
Campus.
Five pickets began circling in
front of the Administration Building at 8:15 a.m., but the number
grew slowly and with little enthusiasm, constantly in competition with
non-violent advocates who strolled
about conversing with newcomers.
By noon the picket line had
grown to 65 persons, including
some faculty, with no sign of police
or violence.
Demonstration organizer, Dave
LeTourneau, then addressed the
crowd of about 300, charging that
a bus load of police had unloaded
near the Administration Building.
(Police later denied the charge).
LeTourneau said the rally was being moved to Tower Hall steps to
"protect the students from the

Scholar-in-Residence. He will be
free to see and talk with students
and faculty tomorrow and Thursday in the Faculty Office Building,
Room 119.
He will also be on campus March
27 and 28.
Born in Vancouver, B.C., Canada
in 1906, Dr. Hayakawa received his
BA at the University of Manitoba
in 1927 and his MA at McGill University in 1928. He received his
PhD. at the University of WisconLeaving a maze of police camsin in 1935.
eras from both sides of Seventh
He has been at San Francisco Street, the crowd quietly milled to
State College since 1955.
the new location where, amid much
(Continued on Page 3)

Name Error
Yesterday, the Spartan Daily
unwittingly referred to an organization that doesn’t exist. A
story about students and faculty
members who were planning to
conduct peaceful demonstrations
to avert violence yesterday referred to them as the "Counter
Insurgency Group."
According to Dr. Harold M.
Hodges, chairman of the departS. I. HAYAKAWA
ment of sociology and anthro. . . Speaks tomorrow
pology, "We are disturbed by the
people to communicate with each Ironic and really rather ugly
other is due mainly to their un- connotation of the label ’Counter
scientific attitude toward language. Insurgency Group.’
"The implication Is as clear
He explains that people are constantly affected by their uncon- as It is foreboding: ’violence In
scious assumptions about language. the name of non-violence,’ I have
Dr. Hayakawa has done tele- no Idea where the designation
vision work with KQED channel 9. originated. We WerP simply an
He recently participated in a sym- Informal, !wilily organized group
posium on Channel 9 entitled, of faculty and students
many
"Sexuality and Semantics," and his of them members of Professors
from
be
taken
will
lectures
later
Against the War or of SIDS
who decried the poselhillty of
this symposium.
The College Union Program %Jolene(’ In any form," Hodges
Board and the ASB Experimental concluded,
College are co - sponsoring the

Councilman
Calls Protest
’Responsible’
"San Jose State is showing the
public the true responsibility that
exists among the students of this
institution," said Robert Miller,
San Jose councilman and vicemayor, yesterday, reacting to the
Dow demonstration.
"My impression for listening to
speakers all day and following the
crowd, is that certain individuals
saying they represented SDS (Students for a Democratic Society)
were rebuffed by students because
it appeared that they were trying
to incite violence." Miller said.
Miller said that protesting in
the proper manner is a credit to
SJS.
"I very definitely believe that
Dow has a right to be on campus . . just as much a right as
the protesters," he said.
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By RICHARD BATT1N
When the news broke that the first disl
had been bussed in the cafeteria of a
small South African university, collegiate
history Was made. The student. Heathen
Barn Yard, who had "teen experimenting
with dish bussing for some time, had
managed to be the first actuallv to corm
plete the delicate operation. "It was just
a matter." explained Barn Yard. "of finding the right conveyor belt and the right
dish."
As soon as the news was out that the
first dish actually had been bussed, American students across the country started
thinking of similar operations. Most of
the more advanced college cafeterias had
studied dish bussing for some time but
it took this South African triumph to
start the ball rolling.

Advertising Mgr.

Guest Editorial

Unfair Draft System
Like the house in which the fixtures

are hooked tip wrong. so that flipping on
stops the furnace, the ina lido
Iterentl.. iiiitair draft system can produce
501111’ eurimis results %lien attempts are
ina.1. to has . it function fairly.
ex...mild, in the decision ol
’the
the National ’seem-11y (Mined, concurred
in by s I.. Cis.. srt ice 1/irector Ilernhey,
to do ays ay %Oh it
for graduate
study .111.1 mclipation- heretofore classified

as essential,
t:olisequelok. a. Mall!. a, 250,000 firstyear ntudents awl college ...Mors planning
to attend :23-.1,111.0c neliotil %ill be exposed
to th. drat t. along %lilt as many as 380,000
per-lull. iii 1.ferr..1 occupations. according
to one /-tiniate. since there is no change
in the ro III retneitt I hat the oldent benefielaries of deferments be indueted before
yotower. inuleferred men, the prospect is
that thou -and- of corporations will lose
skilled isorkers and profesnional perso .1.
nehooln will be deprived id IC:When, and
graduate -.-11./.1- %ill suffer drantie enrollment depletion-. all of %%filch is iii bcrtottti
the eiy Hiatt manpower ...dilation for at
leant two yearn.
The Select -lye Service Sy-tem gave as a
reason for eliminating virtually all occupational and graduate deferments the unfairitens that such deferments create for
due... not in graduate scheol or the preferred 01’411p:11 IMO.. The reantining here in
that if some ntiest
inconyenienced all
should be. and to the extent that the action
spreads the dr ,ft liability aihls,Iia a greater
number of the draftato. population it
does anichoratc on, or the drafts
inequities.
The fart
hosse%vr. that the
military nen , lu-I hIt need all the aYailable neinpot,ar
the ratio was one in
seven a year
Indeed, if the Pentagon’s
vague draft projc. [hal- of 240.0110 for the
year are true. the quota could he filled
without takiie.: a single graduate student
or pernon in a deterred occupation: eon.
versel. it could Ite filled hy inducting
only fir-t -y ear graduate students and June
coil cc,’ arallitatt-.
if 111 di-ruption in the supply of
speeiali,ed -kill- and learning can lie jostit iill an .1 mean- of inakiiig a draft in.
equity
flagrant. it certainly vammt hi
related to the I...int:try’. IIIIIIIpOWer
- 111111,
.111/-1,111(1:11 increase in
do
of the arilic,1 fon,: is being
platincil. Sisley
Ilia a I 1,:1’.1 ii fiat
they -1.1111 Iii the J01111-011 1.1iiiiiiintration.
thin posnibility eannot be excluded.
The National Security (lomicil could
have reeeminended deferment for certain
fields of gr.1,111.11e study deemed ’1 liii 10
the national interent. if it had %anted.
’that it did not %an in our opinion 55 i.e.
for it %mild only have strengethrned the
tendeney to order the nation.- prioritien
along the lim.s of eidilars con-iderations
81011e. Or the /mini 11 ...111 IllS, iccommendeil that .111 (old- ill gra.111.11, -look
liCtl,isil
din
lu I,s
It
ill
it

lilt
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That %could have been politically explosive
and would have iolaterl the spirit of the
Selectiye Service Ad passed last year by
I. 0,
I perhaps eyen the letter. t
As:stoning that no high expansion of
the armed forces is contemplated, the most
sensible approach to the deferments-andequity dilemma would be to combine the
no-deferment policy with a random selection policy. ’that wotald assure that not
all graduate st1111111k Would be taken., as
they are seheduled to be under the oldest.
first prin....hire. But Congress specifically
lirohibiled random selection last year.
Perhaps the acrons-the-board elimination
of deferments will compel Congress to
reconsider random nelection.
St. Louis Pont Dispatch

"

The people don’t like him? ... That’s no reason to quit!"

Thrust and Parry

’We Don’t Need Anyone’s Protection’
The Heat Will Veit Them

Other Work To Be Done

Editor:
Due to Rick McQuiston’s incredibly trite
and misleading editorial of March 7, I am
obliged to comment. The United States is not
torn by two ideologies, but it is aggravated
by those who persistently attempt to destroy
th. foundation on which our country operates.
It is the small minority which shouts out long
and loud about freedom and individual liberties
who need to conquer their internal problems
before they can begin to "tell others how to
conquer theirs."
"Like plastic horses on a whirling carousel"
better describes thi5 minority of violent protesters, Black and NVIiitis. And the faster they
continue to whirl, the more intensely the heat
of unity in the United States will melt them.
Certainly our social ills need doctoring and
our foreign policy needs an overhaul. Haven’t
they always? Haven’t changes been made?
This country is far from divided, and those
who believe it is should wait until the November election to find out how wrong they
are. Both Republicans and Democrats believe
in the system!
Yes, we must conquer those who seek to
destroy the political system and organization
that has made this country great. And we will.
Sue Harriger, A15100

Editor:
The Committee for Academic Responsibility
seems terribly upset aboed "lewd" language in
college publications. CAR ought to channel its
efforts toward the hundreds of "obscene"
newspapers published by the older folks "out
there." If, in a college newspaper, a writer
cannot quote persons directly, in spite of socalled obscene language, then chuck academic
freedom out the window.
I believe CAR needs a drastic re-evaluation
of "what is obscene and lewd" amt what is
necessary for constiuctive dialogue on a college campus. We all know what current four
and five letter words mean we are not
frightened or worried about such "lewd"
words on this campus. We don’t need protection from CAR or anyone else. As a student, I believe CAR would be doing the
country a true service if they would direct
their power and resources toward a real social
injustice. There is a lot of work to be done
in the ghettos and streets of our lewd land ...
John Holland, A2719

Staff Comment

Clean Sheets
By MARY GorrscHALK
"Oh the joys of college life, I ponder
them as I sit here in the laundry room
waiting for the final rinse cycle," wrote
a friend from San Diego State.
lie in a dorm and on Mondays we
one
receive onr weekly linen supply
clean sheet.
I asked the linen supply
The fir -1 is
girl if she thought that was sanitary. She
didn’t ails% r.
ape. of -oheiting sympathy (or
’,Arvid,
wrote, home
money I I min
about it.
VOSIS appeOXIls fallitr
mairly 20 veld, per sheet to collect,
launder. and return them. Ile suggested I
offer the linen supply girl an extra 20
cents a meek for a clean sheet.
There are six dorms on campus, and
savings total $2.1t1 a week. I can see their
point.
Then ins aunt wroh. and suggested pul
ling the clean Acid on top. The tineti
nheei van he 1114.f,tell HI that die side
against the blanket is used.
Ms ronninlido was really the most help..
fling a sheet when I
ful. She
veto for having to
did tn 1.iiiwIts.
make the bed eompletely twice a week,
that isn’t too bad.
1 don’t want to give anyone a bad imprension of the dorms. If you are sirk
during the %seek and hose to stay in bed.
the next yyeek they %ill give you two
clean sheets.
Or, you can tell the girl you forgot to
change your linen the week before. She
tells you )’ou’re not supposed to do that,
hot she does sou you two clean sheets.
I

Key Function of Colleges
Editor:
Several issues ago, the Daily reported the
termination of Harry Edwards’ residence on
this campus. I wish to express deep sorrow
with the departure of such a controversial
leader in the Black community.
Being a member of this college, I wish to
express the opinion that intellectual ferment,
public communication of all views or problems of man, should be supported in a collegiate institution. To discuss, attack, or
support trends and problems in man’s hopefully developing world is a key function of
all colleges.
Harry Edwards’ tenure here has been
fruitful in allowing many of us to see another
area of man’s problems more clearly.
David L. Shaffer, A9768

Question for Mr. Waltrip
Editor:
On behalf of the ubiquitous conservatives
on campus (of which I am a kernal kooperMort I should like to contribute my unquestioned support to the intuitive insight promulgated by Mr, Waltrip, Friday, March 8. Indeed,
if not for sure, the more eiudite and cogent
of our lot would not hear of lowering our
moral integrity to the debasing level of answering the scurrilous untruths, misguided
tenets and otherwise despicable maxims of
the radical Left. If that be the ease, as undeniably it is, then why, Mr. Waltrip, did you
find it necessary to seek refuge in an article
denouncing these demented minds?
Hobert A. Prentky, A13989

4A Statement of Praise ...’
Editor:
This is neither a thrust nor a parry, hut a
statement of praise of the OASIS sponsored
seminar, "Tlic Channel .lam," March 1, 2, 3.
Those f :1, ;II y and stialents who missed this
project, of t/ASIS missed speeches and diN
eIWSIOrIS that, were rich in contrasts but
friendly in expression. It was it student enterprise throughout, which was as it should be
and redounds to the credit of the officers of
OASIS and to their adviser, Professor Nancy
Messner. It was the most ambitious undertaking of undergraduate students and faculty
adviser that I have had the pleasure to experience in 12 Yea I’S at San Jose State. Those
who are interested in group dynamics and
social cohesion could learn a lesson in how
to make a true meeting of minds by following
the history of this organization and by attending to the record of their proceedings at
1-3
Monte Toyon,
thru.st 01 my remarks is encoutagement

to the OASIS officers, their seminar committee, and their membership to go on making
it as they did, with an edge on it that cuts
without intent of wounding, with a sharpness
that creates reform, with a precision that
makes speech memorable.
Herbert R. Craig,
Assoc. Prof., Dept, of Speech-Communication

Answer to Prof. Broyles
If imperial wars and racial hate
Are indeed what makes our nation "great,"
Then the "year that was" will be ’68.
While our cities bum during campaign lies,
And the Vietnam Wrong claims more human
lives,
The disaffection of youth will assure our
demise.
Greatness is not a test of might;
War only contributes to our moral blight.
We must discontinue on the path of Rome,
Immediately bring our conquering sons
home,
And if they must, let the Broyles-like
sophists fight,
Ted S. Hogon, A2929

STUDENTS CRITICIZE
A few irate students criticized the new
wave of American college cafeteria dish
busses, saying it had become a race and
that American students were playing a
"dangerous game."
"Look at the record," said one Los
Angeles junior, "We haven’t had one successful dish bussed so far. They’re just
copying that guy in South Africa."
The students who are trying dish
bussing, however, claim they were studying
it all along and had mastered the techniques, and it was just a coincidence they
had all occurred about the same time.
One newsilaper questioned how dish
bussing could be mastered in a backward
African nation first, instead of in America,
with its modern college cafeterias.
Because so many of the dish i bussing
attempts have failed some have suggested
that a moratorium he declared, halting
further attempts, pending further research
and practice.
PIONEER SPEAKS
Heathen Barn Yard, the Andeni is 110
pioneered the first dish bus, howe%er. said
that such a moratorium was "ridiculous,"
and asserted that he would not honor it.
"I already am planning another dish bus
for the near future between an 8-year-old
conveyor belt and a tisyear-old soup plate."
Whatever the outcome of the controversy, the breakthrough has been made.
It is fairly certain, unbelievable as it
sounds, that in the future dish bussing
may be an everyday occurrence. And who
knows what after that: today bussing
litterbugs. That’s
dishes: to
progress.

Guest Room

Goodies From Frosh Camp
By ROBERT M. MeNAIR, Ph.D.
Ass’t. Prof. of Sociology
Last fall I was invited to attend Freshman Camp. I went, and so many’ unexpected goodies came from my being there
directly to me that 1 had secretly entertained the hope that I would be invited
again this fall and future falls. I view with
to cancel this
personal alarm the at
camp and 1 list the personal benefits that
came to me as a result of my attendance.
1 enjoyed myself completely: I got to
know many of the freshmen and they still
roll me by name on the vampus, which
pleases me since I teach no lower division
courses. 1 became better acquainteil with
many of my colleagues and have lunetinned with more ease and less loneliness
and, 1 hope, more profit for the students
because of this weekend. 1 was delighted
with the weatlter and tlie beach. and I
came home more stimulated for the fall
than five weeks in London this past summer had done.
1 became aware of the openness and
enthunianin with which freshmen
lIds 1011ene. With their possibilities and
hopes, and with a deeper knowledge of
how mtieb the students’ questions keep
me alive. I had an awakening of my large
tank of teaching these minds that were so
refreshingly open. 1 was humbled by my
own responsibility and also gained renewed energy to try harder.
I learned directly of specific problems
they face and the ineredible needs they
have. I am 51 years old, and it is so easy
not to listen. 1 found myself both listeoing
and learning what they were saying. And
1 was roma(... i .. g much more as a person
who understood their needs when regis-

tration came both in September and February. I knew they were people. they were
interesting people, and they had a lot to
offer me.
I was cheered by becoming a member
of their community. They were new. They
accomplished in two days what to many
here never accomplish in creating a community both for themselves and for me.,
this
and strange to say. al st s( Yen
later I still base a feeling of belonging
(much more, I might add with a hush of
sarcasm, than 1 have eyes had Yvith th.
community that the Student I;ouncil
The community created at Frenlimaii
I
Camp was tin incredible .....
liked the openness and willingness to :idmit me. I am thankful for belonging to
such a community.
I was frightened by Rollie Of the lacks
that I obviously have and by the knowledge of the size of our community-. The
camp gave me enough spirit to some back
and try to fulfill their expectations. And
since I hums e need!, al.o, their areOlthillet
of me at least made me aware of my shori
comings and lune made me try
so 1
would be invited bark again.
Huh not sure whether 1 contribitted
anything or not., but I am positive of what
1 got from Freshman Camp. On a campus
where there is so much chatter about
alienation and lack of community-. WIWI
ReellIS to be the major need is an examina
than of one’s myn InOthaliOn and ler., of
what certain members of the Soll,hmj
Council did in examining the motivation
of the Freshman Camp Committee. 1 vyent
for selfish reasons and C141110 110111e Wit II a
bag of goodies that I in no way expected.
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Protesters
Fast Action by SJS Students
Non-Violent
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NON-VIOLENT PROTEST takes the form of a
mural on which Mark Tansey, SJS student, is
working. The mural was started by Russ Stevenson, SJS artist -in -residence, who began
painting Sunday night on Seventh Street in
front of the Administration Building. The two

eW

ish

Ind
a

Photo by J.
"-’
men pian on working 24 hours a day until it
is finished, hopefully by Wednesday. "It’s a
way of saying we hope people can realize the
need for stopping and thinking instead of acting out emotion," Stevenson said. The drawing
is a 7 by 8-foot mural.
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Feiffer Looks to White House
For Best Satirical Material
By LINDA FENI.E4
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"An atmosphere of violence created by LBJ with the help of Lee
Harvey Oswald sets the mood for
some of my cartoons," Jules Feiffer, satirical cartoonist, told journalism students in an informal
campus news conference yesterday.
This "atmosphere of violence"
permeates our entire society right
down to personal relationships,
leiffer said.
"My cartoons," Feiffer explained,
"have always been strongly influenced by the present occupant of
the White House." During the
Eisenhower period, communication
problems between people often led
to apathy and withdrawal."
Feiffer cartoons reflected the
Kennedy period with an emphasis
in participation in culture and
politics though it may have been
spurious.
Feiffer told students that the
majority of people throughout his -

sir hsmi done nothing to change
si-t,
. "Ms tst people do nothing,"
he said. "It is the articulate and
politieal, and the intellectually
aware minorities in any generation
that shift the focus," Feiffer said.
Hippies, the campus left, and intellectuals make up this minority today, according to Feiffer.
He hopes that the breakdown society is going through today -- the
shifting of realities -- is creative.
Its effects probably will be long
lasting because "I don’t think
every rebel sells out to the establishment." The depression generation was bought by affluence, but
today’s generation is different.
"How do you buy them off?"
Feiffer demanded. He threw out a
few guesses, drugs, the Maharishi,
or perhaps a solution to the war in
Vietnam.
As for the war in Vietnam, Feiffer said he has been drawing antiwar cartoons since Kennedy began
small escalations t here. "That war
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Jim’s Barbershop
Hairstyling
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Men’s
Haircutting
Razor Cutting
Hair
Straightening
Jim’s offers you custom
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beard trims done by registered hairstylists.
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Appointment if Desired

3rd & San Fernando
(inside Mosher’s Ltd.)
Illist)ItliiktIsilfift111,4074 BA\ at

Teaching
Interviews
Interested teacher eandidates
may sign-up for appointments In
the Placement Center, Adm. 234
within two weeks of the appointed time.
WEDNESDAY
Glendale Unified School District,
Glendale t Los Angeles). Positions,
elementary, high.
Palos Verdes Peninsula Unified,
:Rolling Hills (Lot; Angeles). Post’ lions, clementam high.
Hayward Unified School District,
a y iv is r d (Alameda). Positions,
rIernt,nt dry, high.
THURSDAY
Milpitas School District, Milpitas
i Santa Clara). Position, element ary.
Napa Valley Unified School District, Yount vi I le ( Napa ) . Positions,
elementary, high.
FRIDAY
Westminster s etio ii I District,
Westminster lOt singe). Position,
elementary.
Arcadia Unified School District,
Arcadia (Las Angeles). Positions,
element a ry. high.
Castro Valley Unified, Castro
Valley (Alameda t. Positions, elementary, high.
San Juan Unified, Sacramento
’Sacrament o ) . Positions, elementary high.

4

one
free
visit
includes
sauna

COLLEGE
SPECIAL

Kaydette Corps
Slave Sale Set
Kaydette members, hostesses
for Army ROTC, will he auctioned off at a slave sale tonight
Li) n in the Cadet Lounge on the
third floor of MacQuarrie Hall.
Bids start at $1.50, and purchasers will be entitled io a
maximum of six hours work from
their slaves,
Procssis from the sale will go
towards new Kaydet Le uniforms.
Anyone interested is invited to
the auction.

Prevents Possible Fire Disaster
His

ic

«,)
to

/

by a pair of 5.15
croed a serirampus
potential large-

tisitster.
it:st Lewis, a social sciencss
id she heard glass break’1:ed out her window tit
old Fame house, adjacent
Iss’r apartment building, in

The 110111e, at 538 S. Eighth St.
was completely gutted by the fire.
No one was injured since the residents were out at the time.
Miss Lewis said once she realized what was happening, she
called the fire department 01111
then ran to the burning home.
grabbed
a
garden
hose
dvalp"1011
fireman" until the real
ones .s rrived.
A riend visiting her, Jim Gag w tt. ,1
io I it kat science majto.
Itt-,.1(,. than) the dor
o of the house
airl yelled inside to make sure it
wis empty.
Miss Lewis praised the fire dePariment for its quick response.
She said she spotted the fire at
about 9:30 p.m., and it was about
a minute after she began squirting
water through a broken window
that fire trucks arrived.
It took the tile units about 15
minutes to secure the house.
The house is situated on a street
of apartment houses and single
family units. According to fire sic -

Brooke Urges
Action To End
Newsman Shows City Racial Ills
WASIIINs;TON

(AP)

students,
staff.
and families

Slides Today
Edward W. Brooke has urged
News -correspondent (.) r v i Ile President Johnson to prescribe
Schell will discuss and illustrate i immediately a White House adwith slides his most recent visit to
visory commission’s suggestions
the war zone in Vietnam.
A De- for curing the natittn’s big -city
The topic "Vietnam
struction of a People." will he dis- racial ills.
cussed at. 3 p.m. today in Morris
The Massachnisc t is Republican,
Dailey Auditorium, The program is first Black i)optilarly elected to
s Pons() red by the Professors the S4,11:I Is ,111,1 :1 1110111110V of the
Against the War iPAWI.
Press lens ’s
sry ti iii mission
Schell made the trip to study on Civil Disorders, was the first
the effects of the fighting and panel member to in go openly that
pacification programs on the Vie)- Johnson embrace its recommendanamese. His articles have been tions.
published in "New Republic" and
Johnson has not discussed the
the January issue of "Atlantic," panel’s recommendations publicly,
where he recounts interviews be but has called its
250.000-word rehad with the Vietnamese peas,ini-, port "one of the most thorough
and exhaustive studies ever made."
I
While Brooke was calling for
presidential action in a Richmond,
Va., speech, two other senators
were, while generally praising the
SJS’ School of Engineering will report, finding it lacking in some
hold its annual open house on Fri- resitems,
War

Engineering Tour
To Display Laser

day and Saturday, March 22
and 23.
Dr. David H. Stoddard, former
medical director for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, will present the keynote address, "Engineering Importance to
Advances in Medicine," on Friday,
March 22 in E132 at 2:31) p.m.
Tours will be given of the Engineering Building to see the laboratories and exhibits. Displays include an artificial heart ptinip and
a laser from Spectra Physics.
Hours for the open house are
Friday, March 22, 12:30 to 8 p.m.
and Saturday, March 23, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Sen. Allen J. }Mender, D-La.,
said Saturdm. that the report was
unjust in blaming the race problem
on the nation’s white majority.
Ellender said he felt the commission also was I’0111h4S in not
recommending- type’s and degrees
of punishment for intrsons who engage in lawlessness ;old violence.
Sen. Mark 13 Ha I field, 12 -Ore.,
said he ;lens, %Otis the panel’s
finding on
but feels
identified Black
it "should
racism as itch I, is rause to me
l’EleiS111, 011,11111’ its White or
Black, is never gisitig to be other
than an obst,itI, tit reconciliation
betworn the

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

Personalized
No Contract Treatments Sauna Bath

And nothing expresses the atmosphere
of Ireland better than flowers

Ncom.

I

292-8311
2nd & San Fernando

FLOWERS
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SAAB isn’t afraid of the dark, or rain, nr cross-winds, or any driving challenge.
It drives like it doesn’t have an unsteady nerve in its Swedish steel body. What
it does have is front-wheel drive. tor fantasti, e,ntrn1 ant traction. (It also has
moteptyotetounrse3
aestandardeeesn
than most other
ea
as
try. Reta11 pr.ce P.O.E. West Coast .L.1fatio, gr ,r. or V 4 ., an opt, eyea

$2095 /slum

EXECUTIVE MOTORS, INC.
131111111 (AMINO SANTA CLARA 2144698 (Naar

YOU TOO MAY FLY THE FRIENDLY SK/ES OF
-AN FOUAI OPPORTUNITY I ’ tii
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INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
will interview students with majors in
ACCOUNTING

LIBERAL ARTS

GENERAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION LAW
MARCH 14, 1968
MARCH 15, 1968

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
ALL OTHER MAJORS

for career oppertunities in Federal Taxation. P ,i insure early development of abilities and lead ,
in such fields as auditing, investigation, and tax law c,rephar.r.. P_ .
include:
INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT, REVENUE OFFICER, TAX TECHNICIAN,
SPECIAL AGENT, ESTATE TAX EXAMINER.
See your Placement Office now to s- t, .-te Ii,, an on camp, 0,1ew.
If you are eot available for Cr infor,ie.w on the above date please
contact your nearest IRS field office, or:
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Personr,I 9
450 Golden Gal, ,.
B,. 36020
^,
94102
San Francisco. C3
Phone: (4151 556-4433

And :6

111,4 tier ,Iden

72 So. First Street
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
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,The one in the- m
isn’t afraid of the dark
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AT MAC QUARRIE HALL

or 0, \ orarmtrtrarartrrmirmtrtrmrnm

etsPatricks Day
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UNITED
AIR
LINES

MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422

40

EVERYONE’S IRISH ON

,r 1 I

It was a memorable experience and Sandy would be delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her ...
no

partnient offieials, serious conseAlthou ’Is it Was4 not immediately
(menet-. i
’’iii coiling units mild ’11 ,is’n srls,, t he ,,ennants of the
Were. is II Ilensis, on the scene
have es 111,
the fire not bees
5.15 students.
l’ehts1’11,1
1111i
the,
_

DIAMOND

open 8:311-9 NIon. thru Fri.

COLLEGE SPECIAL
WITH THIS COUPON
Lady Niblack’s will give you one 20 treatments only $24.50, and
,n
treatment,
contracts to sign!
free complementary
eluding sauna bath.

Sen.

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess.

Lady Ni black
2234 El Camino- -296-532.-,

I is one that we couldn’t or shouldn’t
win," he said.
"I not only wouldn’t have Dow
on campus," Feiffer quipped when
asked about the day’s anti-Dow
protest, "I wouldn’t have them to
dinner." He said, in his opinion,
neither Dow nor the police should
be on campus but that he wouldn’t
take part in the demonstrations
because "it is a campus thing" and
does not involve him.
"It seems that nothing has been
done to keep the onsvorateurs
from violence,"
Feiffer s a id,
quickly adding that he meant the
police. Dow, and the "apathetic administration."
Feiffer issued a warning to protesters, advising them to be patient
with themselves about their own
policies. "That all actions bring results is a faulty idea of our society," he explained. "Most protest does not accomplish anything
at the time you protest."
Feiffer said he is now working
on drama. "Cartooning, just changing the facial expressions, sometimes bores me," he admitted.
Now, and since the tenth month
of Johnson’s presidency, Feiffer
said he has found LIM good satirical material. His latest book is a
collection of LBJ cartoons to which
he wrote the introduction called
"LBJ Lampooned."

(t’ontintied from [’age it
heckling, the ’25-year-old St nil’’ ii.
i S4115
for a Democratic Societ
leader unsuccessfully ;tit e mit t ed is.
excite the listeners’ drifting interest.
,
Minutes after the brief door
skirmish, SDS control was el0S4441
by a former student body president
of San Jose City College. Dennis
Percy, who stood on the shoulders
of a friend and urged the crowd to
stay out of Morris Dailey.
The protest was completely demobilized by 2 p.m. Student activists walked quietly about campus, apparently disgusted with student participation. "Students on
this campus are morally dead." LeTourneau said later. "Students on
this campus are run by police. I
thought there was more hope from
them."
College President Robert D.
Clark, speaking to reporters during
a late -afternoon press conlerence.
said the demonstration was "et altathed because the students wanted
it contained."
"I told the legislature that if
they would leave us alone, we
could contain, not solve, our problems," Dr. Clark said. "If there is
any hope of containment I believe
it will be done by the college
itself."
Dr. Clark said if the decision
were his, he would let the students
decide recruitment policy through
referendum vote. He added that
student participation was a key
factor in preventing violence.
San Jose Police Chief Ray Blackmore,who had been directing p
ace activity throughout the ii :is
also praised students, whom lit said "behaved very well. The inse
jority of students do not condone’
violence," he said.
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all about this most
prtmtising career from
NU-. George Furse. Dist. \lir.
Guarantee Mutual Life,
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SJS Symphonic Band To Perform
Tonight, Tomorrow in Concert Hall
4.111

.11

phoine
lir. Vernon
tes.or of

, I
I

l’t I t),V
II

tomorrow evening at 8:15 in
Ciincert Hall. Admission is free.
The ensemble, which includes
such instruments as a piccolo,
,litrinet oboes, saxophones. _
_

SPECIAL!
EVERY MONDAY

EVERY TUESDAY

8 inch pizzas

Spaghetti*

all varieties

regular size

69’

Red Ram

trumpets, French horns, 15 percussion instruments, a piano.
harp, and a string bass, will play
unpublished
an
-Elevations,"
work by Robert Linn, a Los
Angeles composer.
Also included on the program
are: a quiet work h.,. Ronald Lofor a
Presti entitled
1,rief march
Young American.
yera.
:rout Beethoven’.
hi ,j Suitih
,reho;" the \V

Male and Female
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Furn. 2 bedr., 2 bath
Apts. heated pool
$55 a month
per student

35’

10th 3. Williams St.

KILLION HALL

295-3805

315 E. San Fernando
MANAGER APT. 10
CALL 297-0643

Open at 4 P.M. Daily

Londoner Joins Faculty
By CAROLINE wil.BREctiT
Spartan Dully Stuff Writer
A

little

bit

of

been in California ju.st over a
month and is teaching four
classes. She is described by her
colleagues and students as
"charming."
Miss Broom, originally front
Coventry, England, studied at
the Royal Academy 01 Art in
London where she spent the past
tOur years.
She commutes daily from San
Francisco which she describes as
"a dream of a city." It isn’t
very easy teaching two 7:30 a.m.
classes a week," she added.
Originally qualifying for her
academy degree in painting, her
talents have moved in more
"functional directions."
She is interested in textile design and creates many of her
own clothes using her own fabrics. Her clothing designs show
great flair for fashion, but a concern for simple lines.
Her main interest is research
in plastics as an artistic medium
for environmental purposes. Miss
Broom creates screen panels of
brilliant jewel-colored plastics

Enroll this month and save $25.00 on the only rapid reading system
backed by a firm performance warranty to increase your reading
efficiency by at least three times!
impressive testimonials from Washington Congroaanen who have taken the Reading Di mimics course -YOU will take a personal, selfscoring test to determine your present level of
reading attainment -YOU will hear an intriguing, illustrated lecture on the techniques and
rewards of Reading Dynamics -YOU will join
the audience in asking candid questions about
this efficient and effective way to read -YOU
will receive a complete portfolio of informative
data covering every aspect of the Reading Dynamics curriculum.
Only if you become a Reading Dynamics student this month can you save 825.00
on the natural, machine -free "way" that’s
worked for over 300,000 people, including the
Queen of Denmark, Madam Nehru, U. S.

has

part-time art instructor.
The young British artist has

$25.00 off on a
Reading Dynamics Course
Special March Offer
Only a few times in the history of the
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute has
a special discount offer been made. In March,
because of the pressure of income taxes and a
seasonal leveling off of new enrollments, the
Institute is breaking with tradition and offering
this remarkable discount. llowever, you must
register and begin your course this month to
vs % e 925.00a substantial portion of the entire
enrollment fee.
So act now. See what an exceptional
value you’ll be receiving by attending a FREE
Reading Dynamics demonstration where YOU
a ill watch a Reading Dynamics graduate read
amaiing speeds from is book he has never
sec-it before -then tell in detail what he has
read -YOU will see a documentary film with

London

joined the San Jose State faculty
in the person of Ruth Broom,

Congressmen, and key members of President
Kennedy’s staff. (The institute is proud of these
distinguished graduates, but even prouder of
the thousands of students, businessmen, housewives, professional people, etc., who credit
Reading Dynamics for their educational, commercial and personal advancements.)
Reading Dynamics really works, but
not overnight and not without some cooperation on your part. You have to be willing to put
forth some effort and invest some time, but it
will be worth it. It’s no cinch to part with the
slow reading habits you’ve had all your life, but
if you honestly want to increase your reading
speed by at least three times, you certainly can.
You supply the u -ill; Reading Dynamics will
provide the way.

Impress yourself with the worth of our special $25.00 March
savings offer. Come to one of these free demonstrations.

Ruth Broom is the newest member of the
ENGLISH IMPORT
San Jose State art faculty. The daily commuter from San Francisco teaches four classes including textile printing and design,
and Design I 2B.
which can be moved "Japanese
fashion" about a room.

CIGS

The panels are either clear or
printed so that the design is
constantly changing as objects
and people are viewed through
the translucent surface. The result is a "changing atmosphere,
not just a square room."
Miss Broom is currently showing a traveling exhibition in England, but will create new works
here in America for show due to
high international shipping rates.
She is teaching classes in textile printing, textile collage and
design theory.
Her philosophy of art instruction is simple and direct: "Students must first learn the principles of design. It is the teacher’s
job to create the atmosphere for
a pet sonal approach to develop.
"The tastes and preferences of
the instructor shouldn’t be forced
on the student," she concluded.

19c
3 Hershey Bars

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

5c

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

EUROPE ’68
SF/LONDON
Jet JUNE 12-Sept. 12
$360
Jet JULY 12-AUG. 13
$379
Jet SEPT. 11 ONE WAY
$135
Jet Prop JUNE 19-SEPT. 9
8329

10c

Kleenex

Puritan Oil Co.

Professor Muse
P. 0. Box 6281
San Jose 95150
294-7874

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julia,

ACCOUNTING
MAJORS
INTRESTING CIVILIAN CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
OFFERED BY THE NAVAL AUDIT SERVICE

SPECIAL iltSIN ESS AND WOMEN’S DEMONSTRATIONS
The Naval Audit Service will conduct on -campus interviews

SAN FRANCISCO
St. Francis Hotel

BERKELEY

with Business Administration graduates and prospective gradu-

Claremont I lotel

’hies.. Mar. 12. 5:30 PM

Toes.. Mar. 12. 5:30

ates with accounting majors at San Jose State College on

I’M

March 15, 1968. Those qualified are urged to take advantage

of this opportunity by signing up now at the Placement Office
descriptive brochures are available.
The Naval Audit Service is the Navy’s professional auditing

SAN JOSE

PALO ALTO

SAN FRANCISCO

organization, providing management at all levels with inde-

Hyatt House

Rickey’s Hyatt House

St. Francis Hotel

pendent, objective and constructive evaluations of the efficiency and economy with which the Navy’s multifold and

Nlar. 13, 8:00 l’11
Silt.. 11:tr. I It. I11:30 \

Tues., Mar, 12, 8:011 PM
Thurs.. Mar. 14, 8:00 PM
Sat

Mar. 16, 10:30 1M

Tues., Mar. 12, 5:30 & 8:00 I’M
Thurs., Mar 14,

8:00

PM

Sat.. Mar. 16. 10:30 AM

complex business operations are conducted. An extraordinary
variety of experience in internal auditing of the modern type
is afforded. Formal specialized courses,. supplementing diversified on-the-job training assignments are well planned to progressively develop auditing proficiency and contribute to rapid
professional advancement.

PERFORMANCE WARRAVIA
The F:velsn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
pledges to increase a student’s reading efficiency
to at least three times. The Institute will refund a
pupil’s entire tuition if, after completing minimum
class and study requirements, he fails to triple
his reading efficiency as measured by our beginning and ending tests. Reading efficiency combines
rate and comprehension - not speed alone.

r

FVEINN WOOD

READING
DI DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE
San Francisco
690 Market St.
434-0707
Palo Alto
770 Welch Road
327-1991
Sacramento
20133 St,
444.8277

Oakland
1924 Franklin
835-4200
Berkeley
2118 Milvia
549-0215
Santa Rosa
1212 4th St.
342-6647

San Jose
1290 N. First St.
293-8881
Walnut Creek
1375 Locust St.
913-1837
Fresno
485.8801

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept, 40
1924 Franklin, Oakland, Cal. 94612
i_J Please send descriptive folder and schedule
of classes in my area.
[I Please send information on company classes.
U Please have your industrial development
representative contact me.
3 12 89
Name
Address
Phone
City

Bus Phone
State

Zip

If you are unavailable for interview on the scheduled date,
but interested, for further .nformation please contact:

NAVAL AREA AUDIT SERVICE
50 Fulton Street
San Francisco, California 94102
or telephone 415 621-3828, Extension 307
An equal opportunity employer

Coppola, Turpin Finish
Fifth in NCAA Meet
"Roth ttl the ittiys should have
Spartans Tony t ’,twilit and Jim
Turpin both finished fifth in their finished higher than they did," said
gymnasts coach Clair Jennett. "I
sespective divisions Friday in the
know that coaches shouldn’t critiNCAA College Division gymnastics
cize the judges but some of the
meet at Springfield College. Mass.’ sewing should have been higher
Coppola, the Spartan all-around than was given Coppola and
record holder, was second in sings, Turpin.’’
Turpin said he felt that Coppola
sixth in parallel bars and seventh
should have finished higher but
in high bar,
Freshman Jim Turpin, the only that it’s water under the bridge
other Spartan to go east besides now. "I scored Tony 8.8 in the
Coppola, took fifth in the tram- free exercises and the Judges gave
him 7.6," said Turpin.
poline.

UP AND AWAY SJS intramural all-star Dennis Deichler soars
above Stanford defender to score two of his 10 points in Saturday’s 92-58 rout of Kappa Alpha, Stanford intramural basketball champions.
_

Netters Keep Winning;
Overwhelm Los Altos

across from the
Admin. building

Open: Mon. Ana Fri. 9 to 6
Sat 9 to S

I

Vs ;Ming

-ii/
ho finished one-two in
the 139 (-lass; Norio Arima, deawl
ti’nitctsg NCAA champion,
i,iry Martin who aLso won first
and runnerup honors respectively
in the 154; Mark Kusumoto and
Jim Pennington, another former
JS performer, cazne in second
lid third respectively in the 176.

ii 1.1!

it s

the S t. n i it r
Championships Saturday, the Spartan judnkas will try to anncx thvIr
seventh NCAA championship in as
many tries Match 30 :tt Colorado
State University.
Placing for the Spar,:,;.day were Yuzu Koga arta fdiekej
Viltliiry

ill

VcitaR91

I
Drive-in and Dining Room Service ,
1

TIIICO S
IACCIS

.. .1s, .

,,

TRY TNT

, . . ., _,
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Tamales ’n Tacos, what an explosive taste
treat when made of tasty barbecued beef
with just the right amount of Ticos hot and
spicy Mexican flavor. Beware, you could
blow your mind!

.:
.

Razor cuts and hair styling
277 San Fernando
293-9677

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Judokas Prime for NCAA

Good Haircuts
$2.00
The Playboy Barber Shop
Photo by Dennis Dougherty
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The Spartan tennis team, looking Altos Country Club ;it 1.0s Antis.
shaiper as the season progresses,
No. 1 seeded Greg Shephard, aprolled to its third victory in a row parently in top fount again folFriday with a 7-2 trouncing of Los lowing an illness, defeated Ken
Henry 6-3, 5-7, 6-3 to start the
rout.
John Reed followed suit with
his seventh straight victory, beating Jim Meyers, 4-6, 7-5, 9-7.
S par t ans John Zweig, Ken
Lowell and Randy Berkman all
Despite fine individual perform- looked impressive in their wins.
ances by Stanford University in Zweig won
4-6, 7-5, 8-6, over
the high jump and Occidental in Chuck
Catton, Lowell outlasted
the pole vault, Spartan trackmen
Steve Voydat 4-6, 6-4, 6-4, and
dominated the meet at Stanford Berkman beat Dave Jones in
Stituday, winning 95 to Stanford’s straight
6-1 6-1
59 and Occidental’s 32.
Stanford’s Peter Boyce won the
high jump with a leap of
while SJS’ Don Lindsey finished
second at 6-8.

Thinclads Clobber
Indians, Occidental

oS.’ ie.*, 144heiMitilY,t,
W IN I f

The pole vault was won by Andy
Stevan of Occidental who cleared
16-21/4 while Chris Papanicolaou
managed 15-0.
The Spartans were given some
real challenges in the 440-yard
relay when they just nipped Stanford 41.5 to 41.7, and the 440-yard
dash in which Lee Evans edged
Stanford’s Jim Watd 47.4 to 47.6.
SJS dominated the 100 with
Ronnie Ray Smith winning in 9.6,
Sam Davis second in 9.7, and Bob
Griffin third in 9.8.

tSit
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Soup or Salad
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"We Just
look
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"The Return of the Kin
Page 50/
ask al Ole bookstore

"Want a company that
lets you follow through
on your own ideas? See
IBM March 12th or 13th:’

was determined not to take a job where I’d be
compartmentalized. That’s one reason! chose IBM,- says
George Leffler. ( George, who has his B.S. in Engineering, is
a Systems Engineering Manager in Marketing.)
"I

The Job itself
"You start by studying a customer’s business even before
he orders equipment. Then it’s up to you to come up
with a system that solves the customer’s problems.
You stay NV i ill it until it’s installed and fully operational.
You guide the customer every step of the way. So
Following through on your own ideas is part of your job."
5,000 more managers
"Another thing I like about working here is the chance for
advancement. For example, IBM has over 5,000 more
managers today than they had four years ago. And they
is cd tic ire every day."
Wl.’d like to tell you more about the IBM story. We’ll he
inters ewing on campus for careers in Marketing.
Computer Applications, Programming. Research and
Development, Manufacturing, and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your placement office,
even if you’re headed for graduate school or military
service. And if you can’t make a campus intervim
send an outline of your interests and educational
background to Mr. E. C. Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation,
3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. r-..n
90005. We’re an equal opportunity
1 1,
a

,
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Graduate Program Starts in Fall
For SJS Law Enforcement Dept.
With 10 year’s planning behind
it SJS’ law Enforcement Department is ready to launch its graduate program.
Following the Academic Council’s approval of a masters program in law enforcement, Department Chairman Melvin H. Miller
said the new program. ft-anti-Mg at
least thive courses. would open to
a full enrollment in the fall.
He explained full enrollment by
saying the infant curriculum would
begin with a lt,..sanuni enrollment
ceiling of :thaw :15 to 41) students
But 26 are alivady taking salut

graduate courses while awaiting
I the majoral program to open and
36 more have filed applications for
the program.
Miller continued, saying the program would have the services of
five faculty members to begin with.
"For expansion of the ennyllment,
more faculty members will be
needed,’ he said.
The program, to a large extent,
came about because of public demand from students, and individuals already working in the field.
Miller said many of the initial
rurollees in the new curriculum

.
Spartagume

TODAY
Kaydettes, 6 p.m., MacQuarrie.
Hall Cadet Lounge, third floor.
Slave Sale. All ROTC members
and any other students welcome.
Phi Upsilon Omicron, 7 p.m.,
HE1. Members must attend.

TONIC ROOM
1897 Alum Rock Rd.

Newman Parish, 7:30 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St. Discussion to follow film: "Decision
at Delano."
Wesley Foundation, 12:30 p.m.,
St. Paul’s Method is t Church.
Lunch, 35 cents. Speaker to be
announced.
(heir IL, 1:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
Professor Richard Ellefsen, geography dept., will show slides of
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m, Stutent Union.

TomoftRow
(’Irmo CiusteUano,

Thurs. 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
Happy Hours!
All prices reduced.
Mon.-Thurs. .1-8 p.m.
5c Spaghetti &
1/2 price Draft Beer
Simple Simon Pizza

3:30 p.m.,
C11149. Slides will be shown of
Spain.
Delta Phi Delta, 7:30 p.m., A139.
Discussion on "Renaissance Happening," also an art sale. Membership into Delta Phi is open to all
art majors with 2.75 GPA and 3.0
in art.
Kaydette Corps, 6:15 p.m., MaeQuarrie Hall Cadet Lounge. Pledge
meeting.

This semester’s Blood Drive got en Students, the goal of the drive
tido high geat Friday as sign-up is 400 pints of blood for the county
blood bank which supplies 32 hosbooths opened up on campus to repitals in four counties with blood.
cruit donors.
Donors will receive a credit card
The semi-annual San Jose State entitling them or their immediate
Drive
will
accept family to an unlimited amount of
Campus Blood
donations im Thursday and Friday blood during an emergency anywill be experienced law enforceWomen’s
Center
at time within a year from the date of
Catholic
the
at
rnent officials.
Fifth and San Fernando Streets donation. The card is good anyThe main goal of the departfrom 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
where in the United States, Canment, he stated, is to train stuSponsored by the Air Force ada, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
dents for specialized fields as law
Wont
t he
Islands, and cart
enforcement administrators, super- R.O.T.C. :end the Associated

visors and teachers of law enforcement.
As far as the advantage of having a nuister’s in that clover area,
explained, such a degree
The Guadalajara Summer School, a
might not guarantee it graduate a
fully accredited University of Aribetter starting job than any underzona program, conducted in coop.
oration with professors from Stanford
graduate student might receive,
University, University of California,
but advancement usually will be
and Guadalajara, will offer July I
much quicker.
to August 10. art, folklore, geogHe saki graduating students
raphy. history, language, and literature courses. Tuition, board and room
have a number of jobs to choose
is
$290. Write Prof. Juan B. Reel,
the
start
at
from, and some even
P. 0. Box 7227, Stanford, Gatti.
top in small departments.
94305.
With classes meeting on the fifth
floor of McQuarrie Hall, the graduate program will be part of the
300-student department.
Miller said that the curriculum
will consist of a 30-unit total and
will probably take most students
about two years to complete.
Students planning to apply for
admission to the graduate school
must have a minimtun grade point The Spartan Deily does not knowingly
average of 2.5 111 all undergraduate accept advertising from advertisers who
work. Miller pointed out, however, practice discrimination on the bas’s of
race, color, creed cr. national origin.
that students eventually will be reWired to maintain a 3.0 average
ANNOUNCEMENTS It 1
in order to remain in the progrwn.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

one pizza &
Get one FREE
or
All the Spaghetti
you can eat
Bus’

TONIGHT..

Lunch served in
Tonic Room all
week.

Prof To Review
’Art Since 1900’
Harry Powers, assistant professor of art, will review "American
Art Since 1900," by Barbara Rose,
in a faculty book talk tomorrow

Powers was commissioned by the
Associated Student Body to do the
stained glass window in the Memorial Chapel.
He has taught full time at SJS
since 1964. Ht. ..arned his BA at
SJS and his :".IA at Stanford.

OVER 21?
NEED $5

TONIC ROOM
1897 Alum Rock Rd.
San Jose

Q BOOK
STORE, WC.

donor since ordinarily’ blood costs initiates. and it is practically painless, according to Red (’Foss(’FossNo
between $25 and $35 a pad.
Four trophies will be awarded to cials. Al terwards the donor is given
the clubs or organizations having a free cup of Coffee Or Juice and a
the greatest percentage of mem- snack.
bers donate. The club must have
more than 10 donors to be eligible,
but unaffiliated persons may donate in the name of any group.
The whole process takes less
than an hour, while the actual giving of blood takes less than 10

loctoccoccoocce..VILLA ROMA

Be the first on your block, "I said" be the first in your block to get
hung up on th greatest hang up the was ever hung up . . YOU

FINE FOOD
Am.: Furl: wing

BLOW YOURSELF UP TO POSTER SIZE
Send us any black & white or color snapshot. We’ll blow it up to 2 ff.
X 3 ft. (Poster Size). $4.75 for one, $3.00 for each additional from the
same photo. Inquire as to quantity prices, group rates and special
projects. Original photo returned. Add 25c for handling.

i06Ct

Tuesday .Night Special
SP 11;11E1"11

OPERATION BLO-UP, INC.
636 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., S. E.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20003

garlic tread and soiesti
-50C- all yIIII can cat
393 Lincoln A c., San Jose

DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 am. -3 p.m.
40 Bassett St.
294-6535
San Jose

EUROPE ’68 - ft,:rn $329 round trip.
;
Write or call for on.,nt schedu1e. Prof. Maga
o
P. 0. Box 6281. San Jose 95150 or 2947f"4.
NEW PSYCHEDELIC BAR lust opened.
L’L"snaw. Go-go dancers. Everybody
M
Les, riqhts. Bring Sour
date. Ire 5,..prity
4o0 William.
SPARTA EUROPE ’6(1 83159. June 18
Sept. 7. Jet nor.stop S.F.-Arnsterdam
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
leader. 356-8121.
TEACHER OF CLASSICAL gaiter. Call
298.5255 anytime. Ask for Behhoczi.
STUDENT-FLY-TAHOE-SPECIAL. R e q.
$12.50, Day $7 each way. From Si any.
day, Cat 292.9837. Lv. name & phone
AUTO INSURANCE as .ow as $86 cer
year For married good students. Also,
e.ce
sav ’raj foh singie men over
21. Ca GeoJe Campbell 244-9600.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 5,
,sh. I -du re no^..t ear piercing, 29522 .
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONY. Clean, excel.
-1"
sneoe. Must sel. 293-9972
- ’ci F set.
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Ce
,-. res. excel. cond. 43,0CC
oa.
;64 TRIUMPH. -t k-4. Ftt. cond. Very
,
car, sway bar.

GIRLS! WE NEED go-go dancers & LOST: SILVER-GREY Terrier. 2 yrs. LId,
Lost 3/4, call 294-6572.
waitresses for newly opened psychedelic named
bar near campus. No exp. nec. Must be 400 S. 13th.
over 21. Call Bob at the Sorority House. LOST: Blk. wallet. Call Marilyn Onia,
460 William St. 286-5622.
252.41t8. Reward!
PIPE ORGANIST WANTED - Male or
297.3496.
female. 151 Presbyterian Church of
PERSONALS (71
SKIS . . . HEAD COMPETITION 205 Santa Clara. Loes. cal’ 246 0355.
cm. Nevada toe & Marker heel. $95,
WANTED: CREATIVE co-eds to parti286-3767.
HOUSING 151
0 exper mental social, intellectuGREAT BOOKS OF THE Western
al community. Call Don, 298-3176.
World -1- book case. Syntopicon, Great
from
$42.50
Rms.
NOW
RENTING
Ideas program. Ed. cond. $190, call
at 179 S. 3rd. 1 block from library. Call
SERVICES (RI
286.2977 after 5 o.m.
244-3385 eves.
PARACHUTE, SLEEVE & pack. Almost
I
MALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED.
I
bdr.
new, red canopy, Hessler modification.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’a
apt. 670 S. 8th #18. $57.50. Pool, up. Free delivery, free service. No
$50. 353.1763 after 6 p.m.
contract.
div. or grad. preferred. 295-8322.
Call 251-2598.
TYPEWRITER, stylish Royal port., with
case. 1965 model. Hardly used. $30/of. 2 GIRLS NEEDED. Nice apt. on S. 11th TYPING - Term papers, theses, etc.
for $38 ea. 298-3479 aft. 6:30 p.m.
fer. 294-8857.
Reasonable. All work guaranteed. 244M.Th.
3772.
3-8’ SAILBOATS & 14’ skiboat & Mr.
Must sell by 3/15. No reasonable offer FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: 2 blks. GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, am:re%
from campus. $45/mo. - own rm. Call
refused. 295-2827 - 287.6264.
prompt. Will edit. Near San Jose State,
after 4:30 287-1634.
Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
WOMEN’S GOLF CLUBS. Starter set. 7
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share HELP STAMP OUT SLOPPINESS! Be the
ckbs & bag. $30. 294.9953.
with 4 others. $40/mo. 294-8352.
best pressed man on campus. Ask how
USED LEATHER COATS, v.iacie
FOR RENT: 2 bdr. unfurn. apt. 5 min. you can have shirts pressed free. 244’coat:. $4-510. 1500 :terns. P,
- SJSC. Call 293-5995.
4914.
Imcc-ts, 159 CoLrnlous Ave. s.
Pacif;c Ave. S. F. 981-5176. Open e.c
3 LRGE, RMS. FURN. 5135/mo. All ut:
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
pro The rooviest stor,
day
Jed. Girls or couple. 595 S. q
"c. Masters - Recorts - Disserta259-1547. Avail. after March I 5
. ons. Mariarro Tarnberq, 1924 Harris
t.1 AGNA VOX PORT a-eo. Gd. cond
VERY ATTRACTIVE, roomy & quiet ma. A ve. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
,
table for 2 people. On 4th S
TYPING DONE, 25c/page. Call Larry,
across from school. $100 rno.
,AL
244.7174 after 4 p.m.
r’PEWRITER
so1;d.
- $30
Mat,th 15+1, Cell 297.9253. ask for Da.
RELIABLE & EXPERIENCED babysitting
MALE ROOMMATE - $45 ’two. Pool. ,n my home. I to 3 children - $25Dar
"lots. Bob Rice, 251-3957.
$27.50./week. Will feed. Big back yard.
HELP WANTED (4)
MEN -QUIET RM. Wall.wall carpet. Priv- 8 a.m. to ?
1 259-1405,
ate
porch
co
heat.
406
S.
Ilth,
IBM ELEC. TYPING - 50c/page. 264.
APARTMENT MANAGER.
-,
JUNIPER HALL 529 S. 10th St. #6. w/2 2067
- ,
r
23 E.
9..1.
bthrrns.. 2 bdrrns., 1 study rm. We need DRESSMAKING - ALTERATIONS
a 4th old. 298-3494.
Judi’’
GIRL TO COOK DINNER M.Th. for 2
,
oe attractive with fan. 2 SR/GRADII, GIRLS needed to share
hit. from campus 286hc,se
TRANSPORTATION (91
to
: , i on &
cheerleader smile.
2461 after 6 pm.
but no pay. Ph, 297-4942.
WANTED: CAR POOL daily from Palo
GIRLS -GIRLS. Telephone sales, part
LOST AND FOUND (6)
Alto. Can provide car part time. Classes
time. after school. Just a pleasant voice.
start 11:00. Call 328-6215,
Hrly. wage + bonus. S. C. Chamber
of Commerce Promotion. Apply Con- LOST: GERMAN SHEPHERD puppy. Sil. WANT A
FREE CAR for 6 mos? In
sumer Sampled Adv., 586 N. 1st Rm. ver-grey. Lost on camp. Sat. nite. 3/2. return
you drive stud, to school from
Answers to the name of Phoebes. Re.
226. 292.2422.
Palo Alto area. Classes MW 5:30.9 p.m.
ward.
Contact
M.
Peterson,
41
S.
8th
HASHERS WANTED for lunch & dinner.
Call 323.5326.
2 meals for one. Apply 124 S. 111k. 297- #2. Affection has grown. Please return
if found. Thank you.
9958.
KALAMAZOO BASS GUiTAR, ed.
cond. $100. Hagstrorn bass guitar, super
fast, 2 mo. old, $250. Electronic freak.
out! Moog Theremin - $150/offer. Bell
helmet, se. 6l/a $20. Kodak Retina IIIC.
35rnm camera. $35. Call Larry or Allan.

r -d. 135 h.p. 15.9
’64 TR 4 EXCEL
2 "acs, tonneau, 6000
e A - - rn
- -..
Uunlop tires. 252.
3958 1..
’62 VW - $705. Good paint and tires,
runs well. 294.6019 ask for Eliot Raleigh.
’66 YAMAHA 250 Scrambler. 4000 mi.
Beau. cond. Must sell. $450, 294-2927,
ask for Steve Lambeth.
’65 GTO 4spd., posi., wags., traction
or’,, cheater slicks. Reverb. Complete BABYSITTER, PANA, WE, or ME am., LOST: GER. SHEP. 21/2 mo, old black
9:00-1145. Car necessary, 15 min. from & tan. FOUND: large white dog. Call
etc. $2200 967-1984.
Janice at 295-9811.
’58 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER. Rebuilt eng. State. 258.1035.
trans. New paint. $1500/trade. Very
clean. Call 298.7455.
’66 HARLEY 250cc Sprint. Good cond.
$450/offer. Must sell. 353-1204.
’51 VW Sunroof. $395. Ph. 287-0652.
58 N. 9th St. #5.
’67 CORVETTE. $2600. Call Bill at 964.
2527 after 5 p.m.
’67 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite. Exl. cond.
Call 295-6263.
’SS FORD CONY. Pow, steer., elec.
top, auto. trans, good radio & tires.
$140 or best offer. Joe, 286-9825.
’60 HILLMAN HUSKY sta. wagon. 4 dr.
w/w. good cond. $350, call 292.4530.
’63 VV/ BUS. Bea. camper inside. Exc.
cond. $1450. Come see us. 542 S. 8th.
’65 MUSTANG, 6.cyl., 3.spd., R ’H. eco.
nomical, gd. tires. exc. cond. Very clean.
Rear. $1450. 253-8588.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

This "patch"

4-7

THE PAY BEro

6PRING VACATIoN

FOR SALE 131
21/4 K 31/4 PRESS CAMERA, all accessor no 3 lenses, 30 ft. back. for Robot
Royal. Konica Auto Reflex, wide angle,
telephoto. 286-8510.
ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN guitar. case, &
amp. $150 ITALIAN accordion, 120
base, 7 switch. $150. 251.6686.
GIBSON SJN STEEL string guitar. Beau.
4 mos. old. Must sell. Paid $255 sell
for $175. Barry 295-8215,
STEREO. SCOTT LK.48 Amp, Benjamin
Miracord 101-1 changer, Alt.4X speakers,
Koss PRO.4 stereo.phones. $250, call
John at 2117-1869 after 7 p.m.
WEDDING DRESS. Cost over $200. Sell
for $75. #32" bust, Peau claSoi material.
Ph. 377-2089.

identifies
the world’s best
beer drinkers!
ANNEUSERIIUSCH, INC.

Donors must be at least 18, and
those unmarried students under 21
must have their parent or legal
guardian’s signature on a release,
slip. The releases are available in
ADM174, the College Union and
the sign-up booths.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

afternoon at 12:30 in rOOMS A and
B of the faculty cafeteria.
Tau Delta PK 7:30 p.m., HE3.
Social Work Club, 2:30-3:30 p.m.,
In describing the book, Powers
CH163.
said. -It weaves art into the whole
fabric and pattern of American life
THURSDAY
since 1900."
Health Science Club, 3:30 to 4:30
He also said, -This book clearly
p.m., Health Science Bldg.. bldg. 1. shows the constant organic growth
First meeting to organize club.
of art we have now, what its roots
Delta Pitt Upsilon, 7:30 p.m.. are now and what influences are in
-Tilrol Limit’s- lounge

Sat. & Sun. 1-6 p.m.

’ Booths Now Open for ’Gift of Life’

ST. LOUIS

3
4
S
6

One day

Ilns ---TAV
Dena --70-0-.
lines
2.50
Nos
3.00

Add this
amount for
each addi
tionai line

Jo

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 2946414. Ext. 2465

Two days

Three days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

30

.50

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count Approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

01 Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)

FMI days

-T.--4V-T.W.2.90
3.00
3.40
3.50
3.90
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
.0 Announcements (1) 0 Help Wanted (4)
ID Personals
(2)
o0 Automotive
For Sale (11)

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Send in handy order blank.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

To Place
an ad:
Call at:

.50

(7)
0 Undue (8)
Transportation (9)

Print Name

Fer

Address

Enclosed Is

CRY

Days

Phone

SENO ONCE, MONEY OMEN, OR CASH TO: SPARTNI DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN 10S2 STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
15114
Please afiew 2 days alter plating ter id fi appear.

-

